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Dr. Eugene Strandberg has a long history of leadership in the Association of Technology, Management, and Applied Engineering including serving as the first Executive Director of NAIT and collected data and published the NAIT Baccalaureate Program Directory for many years. He is also a life member of the Foundation Board and a member of the Charles Keith Circle. His list of accomplishments and leadership with ATMAE/NAIT are extensive.

“For those of us that are industry, we often find ourselves faced with financial burdens that detract from our abilities to further our education. Through the ATMAE foundation’s scholarship opportunities, we find that we are able to realize some of our dreams, and reach the goals of obtaining higher levels of education. As a recipient of the 2012 Kate & Cliff Strandberg Scholarship Award, I have been able to take my pursuit, of obtaining a higher-level degree, one step closer to completion. This has allowed me to further my studies while easing the struggles encountered by balancing other financial burdens. Truly, the ATMAE foundation has been making profound differences in our lives and will continue to do so for the years to come.”

— Matt Watson, Link-Belt Construction Equipment Company • Moorehead State University